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Hope, Preparation and Worshipping Fully – December 3, 2017 
 
As long as we have been together- you and I- our Advent Sundays have been guided 
by the candles on the Advent Wreath. Advent is just a “high church” word that 
means “coming.” The Advent wreath is a physical/visual tool intended to help us 
focus our minds and hearts on the big themes behind the coming of God, the Son, into 
our world, as a human baby. 
 
The wreath is always evergreen symbolizing the everlasting love of God for the 
Kosmos. There are always five candles. The center one is always the Christ candle. 
The other four vary in color and meaning depending on the faith tradition. The fourth is 
typically Love, the third is usually Joy. The second is more variable but is most likely to 
be Peace. The first candle might be named Prophecy, Preparation, or Hope. 
 
We’ve tended to hover between Preparation and Hope, alternating them until we 
decided we liked the preparation reading better than the Hope one. And thus Church 

traditions are formed.  
 
Along with the wreath, since Christmas of 2008 –ten years now- we’ve joined in the 
movement called Advent Conspiracy which invites us away from a frantic, consuming 
Christmas and invites us to give the way Jesus did- to give ourselves to each other 
rather than gifts, to follow the example of Emmanuel [God with us] and give relationally. 
So, since 2008 we’ve incorporated the four themes from AC into our Sundays of 
Advent: the first is: Worship Fully, then Spend Less, Give More, and Love All.  
 
But I have always thought Hope and Preparation pretty much go hand in hand 
because Hope is not passive. It’s active. Hope is forward-looking, leaning into the 
future. Hope is anticipation of what is “not yet.” 
In Rom 8 Paul describes the Creation stretching forward, anticipating; hoping for the 
“revealing of the sons and daughters of God” [cause Kosmos will be released with us].   

Then he says: we do the same: Rom 8:… we ourselves, having  the first fruits of the Spirit, even 

we ourselves  groan within ourselves,  waiting eagerly for our adoption as sons,  the redemption of our body.  

24 For in hope we have been saved, but hope that is seen is not hope; for who hopes for what he already 

sees?  25 But if we hope for what we do not see, with perseverance we wait eagerly for it.  
That perseverance, that “eager waiting” contains preparation. 
 
Hope and Preparation are sort of a perpetual motion machine: Hope within us 
inspires Preparation. And as we prepare we are reminded of the Hope we are 
preparing for- and then – this is great because it all fits- when our Hope comes to be reality, 
our Preparation releases us and empowers us to Engage Fully in the experience of 
our Hope’s fulfillment. 
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Long ago when we were young marrieds, living in apartments in the middle of the city dreaming of the 

vast wealth we’d know if only we made $1000 a month, we had a HOPE that we would 
someday have a home, on some acreage with lots of room for kids and animals.  
With that HOPE in mind, we made PREPARATIONS for that day. We paid our bills 
promptly and built up our credit score. We drew lots of house designs and read lots of 
books and magazines about log home building. We watched my folks and my Sister 
Linda and Brother-in-law Dave as they cared for their places and added on and 
decorated noting what we liked and didn’t. And when the unexpected financial 
opportunity came for us to actually fulfill the HOPE and buy our own place for the first 
time, our PREPARATIONS assisted us to ENGAGE FULLY in the Joy of the 
experience by putting our preparations into action in our hoped-for home. 
 
See what I mean? If we have a hope for some good thing, we do things in the present 
to prepare for the moment it comes to be. And the preparation, itself, gives form and 
function to our Hope. And when our Hope comes to pass our preparations help us to 
Engage Fully in the reality of our Hope. 
 
Another example from my past: In the nineties, while working for Pacific Science 
Center, I took most of my vacation, comp time and Fall and Winter holidays in 
December. Typically, I was able to arrange 3 or 4 weeks off of work during the month 
of December. My HOPE was to spend “the most wonderful time of the year” in a 
continuous Christmasy playtime with my family.  
This HOPE demanded PREPARATION. As early as October I began preparing for my 
departure in December. I scheduled staff with my absence in mind. I wrote up lengthy, 
detailed notes with my absence in mind. I plotted all the upcoming exhibit, hours and 
movie changes during my absence and created new Visitor’s Guide masters for each 
change, and scripts for info recordings and I made sure to alert everyone to my 
Christmasy absence with my annual All-staff memo. [Sample of memos] 
 
But my HOPE also inspired PREPARATION at home: planning for outings, shopping 
trips, family gatherings, new movies to view. If we were making Christmas presents I 
was purchasing materials and tools in preparation. And I made sure the house was 
stocked up with special celebratory foods, all the things I liked and special Christmas 
coffee. Lots of PREPARATION was in play because of my HOPE for a Holly Jolly 
Christmas at home. All that PREPARATION at work meant I didn’t have to think 
about work during my entire time off- I was fully and completely released. All the 
PREPARATION at home meant I could ENGAGE FULLY in celebrating all the 
goodness of Jesus’ coming into the world with my family and friends.  
Hope drove Preparation which allowed me to Engage Fully in my realized hope.  
 
As we read in Romans earlier: 8:25 But if we hope for what we do not see, with perseverance we 

wait eagerly for it. 
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Consider Mary. Mary is a small-town gal betrothed in marriage to Joseph a local 
handyman who happens to claim King David as a distant ancestor - that and a couple o’ 

shekels could get him a cup of coffee.  
 
Gabriel, God’s Messenger appears to Mary, declares she is favored by God and that 
she will be supernaturally “overshadowed” by the power of God and become pregnant 
with a baby. Luke 1:31 “…and you shall name Him Jesus.  32 “He will be great and will be called the Son 

of  the Most High; and the Lord God will give Him  the throne of His father David;  33  and He will reign over 

the house of Jacob forever,  and His kingdom will have no end.” 
Though the invitation sounds more like an announcement, Mary could still say, “No 
thank you.” But she says, “Yes,… For God I will do this.”  
 
Her hope is a baby that she will bear in the usual way - a baby that would be called “Son of 

the Most High destined for David’s throne in a never-ending kingdom. She will carry this special 
baby to term and raise Him as her son.  [Joseph will help too- but he’s another story]. 

Her HOPE prompts her to PREPARATION.  She leaves Nazareth and seeks 
understanding and wisdom and comfort from Elizabeth, a relative who is progressing 
through an only slightly less miraculous pregnancy [JtheB].   
 
Elizabeth’s spiritual grasp of Mary’s situation PREPARES Mary to understand, even 
more clearly,who this child will be and what He will mean to the world and that she, 
herself, is blessed. Her time with Elizabeth & Zacharias PREPARES her to better 
understand what God will do through this child, that He is turning the world upside down- 

bringing down rulers and raising up the humble, feeding the hungry and dismissing the rich and 

scattering the proud- and that SHE IS BLESSED. Now she can return and continue her 
preparation by speaking to Joseph, trusting God to work there.  
Her preparations empower her to engage fully and fully experience and respond to 
what has happened and “treasure all these things in her heart.” 
That is: Her Hope inspired Preparation enabling her to Worship Fully. 
 
Consider the Magi of Matthew. They are tied to the Medes, a tribe of people within 
the Persian empire [Iraq]. At some point in their history they attempted to overthrow the Persians; 
failed; shrugged their collective shoulders and decided to focus on knowing and understanding their 

world. The Medes became a people of priests, skilled in the philosophies and medicine 
and natural sciences of their day. They also studied the movements of stars and 
planets and the meanings of those movements in a blend of astronomy and astrology.  
 
It is conjectured that some of these Magi plotted the rise of Jupiter in the sky.  
By their calculations Jupiter, the King of planets, which represented the ruler of the Universe, 

would be in conjunction with Saturn- the planet of Palestine - within the constellation of 
The Fishes- the last days. The Magi got a message from God just for them: The King of 

the Jews [and ruler of the Universe] would be born in these last days.  
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And their HOPE was to see Him and not just to see Him but to Worship Him.   
And their Hope inspires  Preparation of an incredible sort. Think of the time and 
energy needed to plan a family road trip to Disneyland. Now think about doing that 
without cars or motels or restaurants, …or roads. They had to pack and plan and map 
and organize tents and food and camels and plan for miles of desert, and mountains 
and river crossings that would take the most part of a year!! Their HOPE inspired 
incredible PREPARATION- and these were gentiles.   

 

And these pagan wise men from the east, stand before Herod, weary in their travel-
worn cloaks and STILL engaged in their preparations say: 2 “Where is He who has been born  

King of the Jews? For we saw  His star in the east and have come to worship Him.” And then they finally 
arrive at Bethlehem. And they find the house of Mary and Joseph we’re told: 11 … they  

fell to the ground and  worshiped Him. Then, opening their treasures, they presented to Him gifts of gold, 

frankincense, and myrrh. 
All their PREPARATIONS- inspired by the HOPE God placed inside them- brought them to 
the moment when they could see, and hear and hold… and WORSHIP FULLY the 
King of the Jews.  
 
So on this first Sunday of Advent I’m trying to show that if you HOPE to WORSHIP 
FULLY in this season of “God with us, then that HOPE should inspire you to 
PREPARE for it.  
And I suspect your preparations will be of two sorts: Things you pick up, and things 
you lay down; Things you choose to do. And Things you choose not to do.  
 
Examples: If you hope to Worship Fully this Christmas then you might prepare by: 

Planning, that is scheduling, longish times specifically for sitting quietly, 
remembering, thinking, reading scripture, or some other book- a devotional or 
something- that points you to God, listening o music - taking moments to turn your 
attention to God and just listen.  
 Planning times of rest and sleep so you can be fully present to Worship Fully. 
“The number one enemy of Christian Spiritual Formation today is exhaustion.”  If we aren’t getting 
the regular rest God built us to need, then our ability to pray, to hear, to take in 
scripture or teaching is hindered.  
 Now that we’ve calmed down and are no longer sleep deprived, how about we 
plan some unhurried, relational time with people we love- simple, slow, meals together 
focused on stories and memory, coffee and boardgames, [Being with others is one of the 

central ways God reveals himself  [gather saints]. It’s preparation to Worship Fully]  
  

Okay those are some things you might need to prepare to pick up in order to 
Worship Jesus Fully this Christmas.  
But if your Hope is to Worship Jesus Fully I suspect your preparations will require 
laying some things down.  
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Christmas shopping may be a joy for some. But for most it is an incredible time-
sucking source of chaos, frustration and tension. Black Friday is evil.  
That’s why Advent Conspiracy suggests we shop less, we spend less, we buy less- 
because all that buying shopping and spending and wrapping and the ensuing tension- 
keep us from realizing our hope to Worship Jesus Fully. So maybe we lay that down.  
 Refuse to schedule too much. Lay down the idea that the world depends on 
you. Between now and January 1 say “no thank you” more often and pre-determine 
that you will not feel guilty- you don’t have to be everywhere, see everyone, and do everything. 

 And… how about this: if your Hope is to worship Jesus fully this Christmas –
especially if you’re thinking of giving relationally- then I’m quite certain your preparations must 
include the intentional mending of broken relationships in your life.  
Are you holding grudges? You need to lay them down. Are you angry with someone? 
You need to do the hard thing and connect with them, forgive as Jesus calls you to, 
and release yourself from the dark anger you’ve been carrying. 
I guarantee that bit of preparation will really help you attain the hope of worshipping Jesus 
fully this season. 
 

Think about this: according to the scripture Mary and the Magi gave up everything 
they were and had in order to see their Hope realized. Their preparations were 
extreme and they were based on a starchart and a supernatural vision.  
 
From where we stand we KNOW Jesus is Lord. We know He is God in the flesh.  
We know he lived and died and was resurrected and ascended to the throne of God!  
We Know he deserves our worship.  
And our Hope to Worship Him Fully is easily fulfilled, if only we will prepare.  
 
 
 

 


